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One

The mall is seething with Saturday morning shoppers, 
couples joined at the hip, families with screaming 
toddlers and grumpy adolescents, noisy groups of 

teenage girls, and elderly people doggedly doing circuits 
in the centre’s motorised carts. Margot hates it; not just this 
mall, which is inappropriately named Central Park, but all 
shopping centres. The harsh lighting, the crowds, the noise 
and the air devoid of negative ions suck the life out of her. 
This morning she is searching, with mounting irritation and 
a touch of desperation, for something to wear to her sister’s 
golden wedding anniversary. A dress, or perhaps a loose top 
matched with a well-cut skirt which will need to have an 
elasticised waistband; either way it must be designed for 
comfort and concealment. But although there is adequate 
evidence that many women her own size and larger shop 
here, the mall has little to offer. Margot longs to abandon the 
search, get a coffee or just go home, but she has to find some-
thing because the party is tomorrow and she can’t get into 
her only decent dress. 

It is as she is making her way out of yet another boutique 
that caters for stick insects that she notices a small crowd gath-
ered around the escalator that leads exclusively to the beauty 
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salon and day spa on the gallery level. Some of the salon staff, 
fetchingly dressed in matching shell pink uniforms, are lean-
ing over the balustrade, watching the drama unfolding on the 
ground floor. Invisible at the centre of the crowd someone, 
a woman, is shouting something unintel ligible, and heading 
towards the knot of people are two burly security guards, 
one talking into a radio handset, the other carrying a pair of 
bolt cutters. An accident perhaps? Margot wonders. Someone 
trapped on the escalator? Somewhere a camera flashes. edg-
ing her way into the crowd Margot stretches up on tiptoe. A 
woman, a tiny elderly woman with bright burgundy hair, has 
chained herself to the stainless steel railings on either side of 
the escalator, effectively barricading it. 

‘Dot?’ Margot gasps. ‘Oh my god!’ 
Dot it is; striking as ever, entirely in black except for a large 

square of cream canvas stitched inexpertly to the front of her 
sweater. On the canvas is a message written in red felt pen: 
‘Want to be Beautiful? Be Your Age!’ And Dot is shouting 
something now about the ugliness of the beauty business, 
about makeovers and consumerism.

Margot can barely believe her eyes. Dot! It’s ages since 
she’s seen her – almost three years since she took off ostensi-
bly for a longish holiday, and since then just a few postcards 
from India – no explanations, nothing. even Laurence hadn’t 
had a clue what she was up to. The crowd shifts slightly, 
making space for the security guards, and Margot pushes 
through to the front. 

One of the guards is speaking to Dot now; his tone is low 
and apparently conciliatory but Dot is not in the mood for 
conciliation. 

‘Don’t you patronise me,’ she shouts, glaring up at him. 
‘I’m not some silly old woman who’s lost her marbles.’ 

Unfortunately for Dot this is exactly how she appears both 
to the guards and the crowd. But then, Margot thinks, they 
don’t know Dot. 
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‘Come on, love,’ the man says, loud enough now for  others 
to hear. ‘You can’t stay here, you know. People can’t get up 
and down the escalator. Just give me the key to the padlock 
or we’ll have to use the bolt cutters.’

‘Don’t you dare cut that chain,’ Dot cries, ‘don’t even think 
about it. It’s my chain.’ 

‘Then give me the key to the padlock.’ 
‘I’ve swallowed it!’ Dot retorts, with a gleeful cackle. 
There is a murmur among the crowd, a mix of amusement 

and amazement. The security man rolls his eyes and nods to 
his partner to start cutting. 

‘That’s damage to my personal property, and in front of 
witnesses,’ Dot yells. ‘I shall sue!’

‘now look here, love –’
‘And don’t call me love!’
He takes a deep breath. ‘Very well then, madam,’ he says, 

unravelling the now-severed chain and taking her by the 
arm. ‘now, I’d like you to come quietly to the centre man-
ager’s office, if not . . .’

Margot knows that the chances of Dot going anywhere 
quietly are as remote as a snowball’s chance in hell. next 
thing she’ll be lying on the ground, forcing them to drag or 
carry her.

‘excuse me,’ she says, elbowing aside a teenager with a 
video phone and tapping the guard on the arm. ‘This lady’s 
with me.’

‘Margot?’ Dot says, twisting around at the sound of her 
voice. ‘Good lord, what are you doing here?’

‘Shopping,’ Margot says, turning a fierce gaze on Dot in 
the hope of silencing her. ‘We’re shopping, remember? And 
now I’m taking you home.’ She turns to the security guard 
with a smile that she hopes is kind but firm. ‘I’ll look after 
her now, so sorry she’s caused all this trouble.’

‘Don’t you apologise for me, Margot,’ Dot says. ‘I won’t 
have it.’
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The man hesitates. ‘I’m not sure . . .’ 
‘She won’t do it again,’ Margot says, with an assurance 

she doesn’t feel. ‘She’ll be fine when she’s had a nice cup of 
tea.’

‘Well, if you’re sure, we don’t want to come on too strong, 
not with . . . well, an elderly lady who’s a bit . . .’ He falters 
and exchanges a nod with the other guard. 

‘I might do it again, in fact I probably will,’ Dot says. ‘I 
have plenty more chain.’

‘Come along, Dot!’ Margot insists, smiling at the guards. 
‘Thank you so much.’ She grabs Dot’s arm and drags her, 
protesting, away from the scene of the crime, to the accom-
paniment of laughter and some mild applause from a few of 
the rapidly dispersing crowd.

‘Whatever were you doing, Dot?’ Margot demands once 
they are out of sight of the security men. ‘You could have 
been arrested.’

‘I probably would’ve been if you hadn’t shown up,’ Dot 
says, swapping an obviously heavy green shopping bag to 
her other shoulder. ‘That’s what I was aiming for.’ 

Margot steers her to the safety of a café and nudges her 
into a booth with upholstered benches. ‘Don’t you dare move 
from there,’ she says. ‘If you cause any more trouble they’ll 
cart you off to the manager’s office and call the police. You 
didn’t really swallow the key, did you?’

‘Of course not,’ Dot grins, reaching down inside the neck 
of her sweater. ‘It’s here on this very nice lanyard sent to me 
by Amnesty International. If you’re getting the coffee I’ll 
have a long black, please.’

‘I’ve done it before, many times,’ Dot says when Margot 
returns with the coffee. ‘But then, you know that.’

Margot does indeed know that; she has seen her do it on 
at least four occasions, from one of which she was dragged 
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off shouting and thrown into the back of a police wagon. ‘I 
remember,’ she says, ‘particularly the first time I saw you do 
it – the Save Our Sons campaign. A lot of very respectable-
looking women in hats and gloves marching with banners, 
and the lunatic fringe chained up outside Parliament House.’

 ‘I remember that,’ Dot says. ‘We were all there. You had 
Lexie with you, and emma in a pusher, and Laurence was 
there too.’ 

Margot nods. ‘That’s right, emma was still quite small.’ 
‘How is Laurence?’ Dot asks. ‘It’s ages since I saw you and 

even longer since I saw him.’
‘He’s okay,’ Margot says. ‘He’s away, doing that horren-

dous walk to Santiago de Compostela. It’s madness, of course, 
I don’t think he’ll last the distance. You know  Laurence, exer-
cise is not his thing, but he’s been a bit out of sorts lately. He 
was seventy-four last month.’

‘everyone’s younger than me,’ Dot says, grimacing. ‘Just 
turned seventy-five.’ She sips the hot coffee cautiously. ‘no, 
it doesn’t sound at all like Laurence. I’d love to catch up with 
him when he gets back. But it’s great to see you, Margot, and 
amazing because you hate shopping centres.’ 

‘Desperation really,’ Margot says, and explains about the 
party. 

‘She’s pretty fearsome as I remember her, not my kind of 
woman, Philippa.’

‘Phyllida.’
‘Of course, Phyllida – unusual name, I always mix it up. I 

think I once called her Falada after that talking horse in the 
fairytale . . . er, yes, The Goose Girl . Unkind of me, but she was 
a bit of a bossy mare, wasn’t she?’ And they both dissolve 
into laughter.

‘Ah! Dot, it’s so good to see you,’ Margot says. ‘I got so 
used to having you around, I really missed you, and you’re a 
hopeless correspondent. So, tell me about India. What were 
you doing? What made you stay so long?’
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Dot rolls her eyes. ‘I know, I know. Went off on holiday and 
didn’t come back, didn’t let anyone know, totally unreliable, 
don’t deserve to have any friends. Like I said when I left, 
Margot, I planned to go for several weeks, maybe even two 
or three months, but India . . .’ she pauses, ‘well, it hung onto 
me I suppose. It’s such a culture shock. You’ll laugh but I got 
that finding myself bug, and ended up at a retreat centre in a 
decaying old palace in the mountains; amazing place, glori-
ous scenery, lovely people. I did it all: meditation, fasting, 
being silent, writing down every thought, every memory.’

Try as she might Margot couldn’t imagine Dot meditating 
on an Indian mountain, or anywhere else for that matter. She 
can’t see her in a white robe, ohm-ing peacefully, eating chick 
peas and dhal, and especially not being silent. It sounds too 
still, too regimented, too passive. Was she allowed to smoke? 
Did she attempt to reorganise the place? Did she have to 
let her burgundy hair grow out? Were there any protests to 
organise? It is so entirely un-Dot. ‘Sounds a bit confronting,’ 
she says. ‘So did you find yourself?’ 

‘Unfortunately I did. You know, Margot, I was abso-
lutely sick of myself when I went there. Sick of being that 
Dot Grainger person; you know – curmudgeonly columnist, 
broadcaster, chain smoker, activist ratbag. I needed to see 
who I was underneath all that.’

‘And what did you find?’
‘Well, sadly, I discovered that was it. That is who I am. 

I’d hoped that it was some sort of shell and I might discover 
a finer, more measured person lurking within, but it seems 
that’s who I am, right down to my bone marrow. Such a 
disappointment.’

‘I think it’s a relief,’ Margot says. ‘I never imagined for 
a moment that all that passion and commitment came from 
anywhere but the heart and soul.’

‘You’re very kind, but I’m so over myself you wouldn’t 
believe it and I couldn’t even get away from me at the top 
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of some Indian mountain. I stayed a full year so you can’t 
say I didn’t try. And then I thought, well, maybe I need to be 
doing something, rather than, you know, just being there con-
templating my navel. After all, I am a doing sort of person. 
So I went to Mumbai and worked with an aid organisation 
that helps slum dwellers. Oh the awfulness of it, Margot, the 
children, the poverty . . . anyway, I just got stuck in, cooking, 
washing, dressing wounds, things I never dreamed I’d do.’

‘And?’
‘Well, that sort of thing does change you, but I still didn’t 

find the finer person. I was still a ratbag even in India, but at 
least I was a useful one. I got back about three weeks ago and 
I’ve been finding it hard to settle, and even I haven’t had the 
cheek yet to start calling people to say “I’m back, take notice 
of me”.’

‘Well, you should have. I missed you and a couple of post-
cards didn’t stop me worrying about you,’ Margot says. ‘And 
this morning? What was all that about?’ 

‘Protesting again, of course, although I made a very bad 
job of it. That’s the thing, you see, I would never have gone at 
it like that in the past. I’d have planned it with other people, 
had a strategy. Collective action was always my thing. Good 
thing you turned up when you did.’ 

‘But what’s it about?’ Margot persists. ‘even I couldn’t 
understand what you were on about.’ 

Dot looks uncharacteristically sheepish. ‘I know. That’s 
a sign of my own disorientation, I think, because it’s about 
everything, really, and that’s the problem. Coming back 
here . . . it’s a culture shock . . . the consumerism . . . and 
everything seems to be about appearance . . . I can’t really 
explain it . . .’ 

‘Mmm. Well, you won’t change anything doing what you 
did this morning,’ Margot says. ‘Work out what your issue 
is and plan your strategy carefully – that used to be your 
mantra.’ 
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Dot rolls her eyes. ‘Well, I was right. Pity I didn’t take my 
own advice this time. And chains are a bit dated, I suppose. 
I need to find another way or I’ll start to sound like a nutter.’

Margot nods. ‘A nutter is exactly how you looked and 
sounded this morning. Activists these days do it with blogs.’

Dot sighs. ‘I suppose so, but you know, Margot, doing 
stuff alone is hard and no one seems to care about sisterhood 
anymore.’ She leans forward, grasping Margot’s hand in her 
own. ‘Remember the women’s movement, working together! 
Remember marching for childcare centres, and equal pay, 
and breast cancer testing? It’s not the same now. It’s all about 
the individual and bugger everyone else. Pole dancing as lib-
eration, what a travesty! Remember how thrilling it was back 
then?’ 

Margot does remember; she remembers marching in 
pouring rain and blazing heat, carrying placards, stuffing 
envelopes, and worrying if she’d be home in time for the 
kids. She remembers having to choose between doing the 
shopping and going to another one of those endless meetings 
with no agenda because agendas limited the free exchange of 
ideas. Meetings where everything everyone wanted to say 
was written on huge sheets of butcher’s paper and more 
time was spent deciding the order of the topics than on the 
topics themselves. ‘I do remember,’ she says now, ‘although I 
suspect with not quite as much affection as you do. I was just 
an exhausted working mother, but you were famous.’

‘Famous? I thought we agreed on minor media personal-
ity aka MMP.’ 

‘Okay, but you were practically a household name.’ 
‘Mmm, like toilet paper or drain cleaner. Ah well. That’s 

all over now. One day a rooster now an old chook with her 
feathers falling out. Anyway, I’ve been rabbiting on about 
myself far too long. What about you, Margot? What are you 
up to now?’ 

‘Much the same as ever, really. I still help out at the law 
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centre from time to time, filling in when people are away, 
covering sick leave, that sort of thing. There’s not a lot but I 
still enjoy it and the money helps; living on the pension is no 
joke. And I look after Rosie quite often.’ 

‘Rosie, of course. emma and her husband split up, didn’t 
they?’

Margot searches in her handbag and pulls out a photo-
graph. ‘Yes, Rosie’s eight now and she lives with Grant and 
his sister.’ 

Dot studies the picture; she’s never had much interest in 
individual children, although she has campaigned for their 
welfare, and for safe and affordable childcare. Socially she 
finds them irritating and demanding but she is interested in 
custody arrangements. ‘So that’s working out okay?’ 

‘Really good; Grant’s always been terrific with Rosie, 
even when she was a tiny baby, and Wendy’s just lovely, and 
they’re both very steady and responsible. Actually, Dot, I really 
admire Grant. It’s not been easy for him but he’s handled it so 
well, no rancour; he and Wendy seem like extended family.’

‘It’s an odd sort of set-up though.’
‘I know, but it works and that’s what matters. em wasn’t 

coping at all, that’s why it all fell apart. She just wanted 
out and back to work, wanted to get away from anything 
remotely domestic. She went back to her job at Grangewood; 
they own this place,’ she says, indicating the shopping cen-
tre, ‘and a couple of other malls. She’s the PR manager. Good 
thing the press didn’t spot you out there or she’d be in dam-
age control by now! Motherhood totally freaked her out.’ 

‘A girl after my own heart,’ Dot says. ‘But fortunately I 
knew it from a very early age!’ 

Margot nods. ‘Well, it’s not for everyone, that’s for sure. 
Anyway, Dot, as I’ve saved you from ignominy this morn-
ing, I think you should help me find something I can wear 
for Phyl’s party. I’d rather be trawling through the op shops 
but I’ve left it too late.’
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‘I’m complaining about consumerism and you want me to 
go fashion shopping?’ 

‘Balance, Dot,’ Margot says, handing her a pair of nail 
scissors from her handbag. ‘You were always good at that. 
Cut that sign off your sweater or you’ll end up in custody 
in the centre manager’s office. Anyway, you’re a fine one to 
talk, you could always shop ’til you dropped.’

Dot snips the stitches on the four corners of the sign and 
rolls it up. ‘I was a bit of a shopper, wasn’t I? I suppose there’s 
always been a part of me that is deeply politically incorrect.’ 
She stuffs the sign into her canvas bag and lugs it onto her 
shoulder, sending their empty cups flying across the table. 

‘What on earth have you got in there?’ 
‘More chain. I was going to start again at the other end of 

the centre once they moved me on.’
‘Ridiculous,’ Margot says, grabbing the bag and stuffing it 

down on the floor in the corner of the booth. ‘We’re not tak-
ing that with us.’ 

‘They might think it’s a bomb,’ Dot protests. ‘We’ll never 
be able to come back here again.’ 

‘Well, it’s not a bomb, and there are plenty of other cafés  
that serve better coffee.’ She slips her arm through Dot’s. ‘now, 
we’re just two old dames going shopping, and the nice thing 
is we’re invisible. no one gives a damn what we get up to.’

‘And that’s another issue,’ Dot says. ‘We’re invisible 
because we’re old women, it’s a real –’

‘Oh do shut up, Dot,’ Margot says, ‘or I’ll have you forci-
bly shipped back to that Indian mountain.’ And she leads her 
along the mall and up another escalator to the opposite side 
of the gallery, and into a shop full of clothes that she really 
can’t afford.

mn

Lexie hasn’t shown the letter to Ross. She can’t because he’s 
away and he was away when she brought it home with her 
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from work. She wouldn’t have shown it to him anyway; Ross 
would always have been among the last to know. She hasn’t 
shown it to anyone since it was handed to her at four o’clock 
on Friday afternoon by the practice solicitor. She’d read it, 
put it back in the envelope, resolved not to look at it again 
for forty-eight hours and to stay cool in the meantime. Then 
she’d left the office without a word to anyone. She hasn’t 
shown it to her mother either, because Margot’s unwavering 
support and loving concern would be more than she could 
bear at the moment. And she hasn’t shown it to her younger 
 sister because emma – well, she never quite knows how 
emma will react to things. And now it’s four o’clock on Sun-
day and she’s sitting at the kitchen table staring at it again, 
and in the forty-eight hours since Friday she has not, for a 
minute, stayed even remotely cool.

not surprising, really – after all, she’s worked there for 
twenty years, starting as the receptionist when old Dr Fara-
day was in practice on his own, and on through the expansion 
when he took on a younger partner. Then a few years later 
young Dr Faraday had come on board, turned the place into 
a medical centre and sent Lexie off on a business manage-
ment course so she could be the practice manager. And now 
here she is, forty-eight and redundant thanks to a chain of 
problems that began with a lengthy, expensive and damag-
ing case of medical negligence. On a Saturday night, two 
days after the court found against the practice, Dr Faraday 
the younger committed suicide in his consulting room, using 
a lethal cocktail of drugs, and wasn’t found until the Monday 
morning. After that everything started to fall apart and Lexie 
began her efforts to patch it back together; meanwhile the 
doctors negotiated deals to move to other practices, disheart-
ened nurses opted for agency work and anxious patients 
changed their GPs. 

‘I’m very sorry,’ the solicitor had said as he handed her the 
letter on Friday. ‘I know how hard you’ve worked to keep 
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going this long, but they can’t go on treading water, and 
frankly the doctors don’t have the will for it, they have other 
plans. I guess you saw it coming.’

Of course she’d seen it coming, she’d have been a lousy 
business manager if she hadn’t, but she had deliberately 
looked away, hoping that by pouring all her energy and 
ideas into developing new plans she could somehow rein-
vigorate everyone. So now she is not only redundant but 
hurt, disappointed and absolutely exhausted. And while 
the lump sum that she is owed, plus a generous ex gratia 
payment for more than two decades of dedicated service, 
is helpful, it’s no compensation for the loss of what was so 
much more than a job.

Folding the letter again Lexie wonders idly whom she 
might consider telling. Her father, possibly? He would 
be affectionate, solicitous, ask if he could help and offer 
her money and then he would leave her to get on with it. 
But he is overseas on some walking holiday. She certainly 
wouldn’t tell her Aunt Phyllida because she would imme-
diately tell Uncle Donald, who would froth and bluster and 
start phoning his contacts in the higher echelons of the medi-
cal fraternity to find her another job. The people she might 
like to tell are her former brother-in-law, Grant, and his sister, 
Wendy, who have become good friends. But one thing’s for 
sure, she won’t be telling Ross. He will be the last to know.

What Lexie feels like doing is running away. She wants to 
be somewhere completely alone where she doesn’t have to 
talk, where she can step outside the door knowing she won’t 
bump into anyone who might ask her how she is, or what 
she’s going to do next. The job was her; without it she is invis-
ible. Lexie slips the letter back into its envelope, pours herself 
a very large gin and tonic and drinks it rather quickly. She 
never drinks alone. Then she pours another equally large one 
and takes it with her to the shower, imagining as she does so 
that she is not getting ready to go to her aunt’s anniversary 
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party, but that she is preparing to leave, to disappear some-
where where no one can find her.

‘Where would you go, Lex?’ she asks her reflection in 
the bathroom mirror as she turns on the shower. ‘Vanuatu, 
Penang, Fiji . . . or maybe somewhere in europe? Prague, 
perhaps, or maybe Venice? Yes, Venice, and don’t tell anyone 
and don’t come back ‘til you’re ready. If ever! Ha!’ And she 
gives a short dry laugh, swigs the last of the gin and steps 
into the shower. 

What a blast that would be, she thinks, and then what would 
happen? For a few satisfying moments as the water cascades 
down her body, Lexie allows herself to imagine the domino 
effect. She visualises the chaos of the remaining staff sorting 
out the winding up of the practice. She hears them casting her 
as a deserter, a rat leaving in the last days of the sinking ship, 
a fallen angel; she sees the nods and winks and the mention 
of hormones and the onset of menopause. She imagines the 
family’s disbelief, the worry, the arguments in which people 
would say one thing to one person and something different to 
the next. 

Sighing, she squeezes shampoo into the palm of her hand 
and begins to massage it into her hair. She could, of course, 
take a decent holiday but she has to work two more weeks to 
finalise all the accounts and everyone’s pay. And meanwhile 
she’s supposed to turn up at this wretched anniversary party 
and act as though nothing has happened. She should have 
been there earlier in the day, she’d promised to help them set 
up for it, but this morning she’d sent Phyllida a text saying 
she couldn’t make it. now she’s stricken with guilt, but the 
last thing she feels like doing is putting on some sort of brave 
face and being part of a celebration.

Lexie has no idea how to get herself to the party, how to 
smile or talk to people, how to pretend everything is nor-
mal . . . it’s all just too hard, and that’s when she starts to cry. 
Great big sobs surge through her body, huge tears mix with 
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the shower water, and she heaves and moans until eventu-
ally the tears stop. She leans, exhausted, against the shower 
screen and slides down to sit on the tiles with the water still 
beating down on her until it starts to run cold and she gets 
out, wraps herself in a towel, winds a second towel around 
her head, goes to her bedroom and sends a text to her mother. 
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